THE HIGH SIERRAS
The No Barriers Summit is heading back to the mountains! Join us in Squaw Creek surrounded by the high Sierras for breathtaking views, inspirational storytelling, barrier breaking innovations, and an opportunity to get outside your comfort zone with activities like rafting, kayaking, Broadway and more!

MOVIES IN THE MOUNTAINS
Join us for the screening of two documentaries under the high Sierras! Eduardo Garcia, star of Charged; and No Barrier’s Co-Founder and inspiring partner, Erik Weihenmayer, star of Weight of Water, will host a Q&A on Friday night, in addition to showing both full-length films.

THE AMAZING RACE
Join forces with CBST Adventures for a No Barriers Life Elements Amazing Race! This scavenger hunt-esque race will encompass a broad range of exercises ranging from mental, physical, creative and even technological components that requires a full team effort for success!

MAGIC GIANT
Coming off a nation wide headline “Home Away From Home” tour, with Billboard singling them out as one of “10 Awesome Bands” playing this year’s massive fest, and LA Weekly calling them “Cool as Folk,” LA-based MAGIC GIANT will be our headliner at this year’s No Barriers LIVE!

NO BARRIERS PODCAST
The No Barriers Podcast, released every two weeks, will be recorded live from the No Barriers Summit Tahoe mainstage. You’ll be able to watch the action in-person, engage with our hosts and get to experience a behind-the-scenes event!

REGISTER TODAY at NoBarriersSummit.org
LEARN MORE about the No Barriers Summit at NoBarriersSummit.org

DEFYING THE ODDS: NICK SANTONASTASSO

Despite being born with no legs and one arm, Nick continues to defy the odds! As a bodybuilder, internationally known public speaker and internet sensation, Santonastasso uses his challenges to inspire others to push beyond their suffering and live a life that has NO LIMITS.

WHITNEY WAY THORE

As a body-positive activist and self-love advocate, Whitney founded the No Body Shame Campaign to help men and women of every variety love and live their lives free of shame. She will join us during the Summit’s Opening Ceremony and return for the second year to lead the “Dancing for All: No BS” activity sessions, plus a new workout session, “Workout for Every Body.”

NO BARRIERS UNIVERSITY: THE POWER OF INNOVATION

Innovation relies on creativity, inspiration and imagination. This session will not only showcase innovators, including Mindy Scheier and Scott Kim, who have paved the way for people of all abilities, but will give you practical ways to incorporate innovation into your life.

VOICES OF SERVICE

CAMMO’s Voices of Service vocal group consists of veterans and active duty service members. Voices of Service represents the diversity and excellence that exists within our military and veteran communities and is an inspiring example for the nation that they serve, have served, and continue to serve through music.

INSPIRING TALENT

Meet No Barriers Ambassadors and inspiring champions including blind adventurer, Erik Weihenmayer; actor, author and veteran, JR Martinez; jazz singer and America’s Got Talent finalist, Mandy Harvey; and creator of Yummie clothing brand and TV personality, Heather Thomson!